Summary: Cary, NC; General Obligation, Local GO Dec 98

Description: Abstract
The rating on Cary, N.C.'s bonds reflects the town's GO pledge to levy ad valorem taxes on all taxable property. Other credit rating factors include: A strong regional economy anchored by the research and commercial activities of the Research Triangle Park, A diverse taxpayer base that continues to experience strong growth, Sustained strong financial performance and management, and A moderate debt burden and substantial capital plan. Cary is located in Wake ('AAA' GO rating) and Chatham counties, N.C. ('A+' GO rating), on the eastern border of Raleigh, N.C. ('AAA' GO rating). The town has experienced rapid growth over the past decade, nearly tripling its assessed valuation. Accelerated growth began as the town's single-family residential development and, more recently, its commercial...
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